**MECHANICAL MESSENGER**

*Tiny construct*

The mechanical messenger is a tiny clockwork spider which can be used to carry messages to another person. To use the mechanical messenger to deliver a message, you specify a location, which you must have visited, and a recipient who matches a general description, such as a man or woman dressed in the uniform of the town guard or a red-haired dwarf wearing a pointed hat. You also speak a message of up to twenty-five words. The messenger will travel by walking for up to 24 hours towards the specified location, and can cover around 25 miles in that time. When the messenger arrives, it delivers your message to the creature that you described by printing out a small paper tape with the message written on it. If the messenger doesn’t reach its destination before 24 hours have elapsed then the message is lost. When the message is delivered or the 24 hour time limit is reached, the messenger returns to the place it was dispatched from.
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